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Our 2015/16 Season Starts with a Bang! Explosive Amazon Fishing Results!
The Blackwater Explorer - Comfort and Elegance Afloat
The Amazon’s most polished and productive fishing machine
started it’s season with stunning productivity in the Igapo Aҫu
system and then continued to outperform in the Rio Negro basin.
Our highly productive mothership operation has once again delivered angler satisfaction beyond expectations (see Page 6).

…. Fall Notes ....
The Show Season Begins - With the
advent of the New Year we’ll be back on
the road again. Visit us at Dallas Safari
Club, Houston Safari Club and the Sacramento ISE show in Janauary. In February
we visit Safari Club International in Vegas,
then it’s off to Portland, OR and Philadelphia, March finds us at the Fred Hall show
in L.A. and then Edmonton, Canada.
Seminars Available - From April
through August, Paul Reiss, PhD., provides
entertaining and educational Amazon
fishing seminars to fishing and safari clubs
around the country. Call us to see if your
group qualifies to host the “Fierce Fishes
of the Amazon”

New Exploratory Trip Results - Incredible Variety - Our
early season exploratory trips wended their way through several
permutations, gyrating water levels and rapidly changing locations. But with some quick logistical adjustments and clever
(lucky?) thinking, we ended up with results that were better than
our most optimistic expectation. See articles on pages 8 and 9;

Blackwater Explorer Yacht Trips - Living on a secure, air-conditioned mother ship while
fishing the wild Amazon in nimble bass-boats offers
the best of both worlds. Our yacht boasts both
incredible mobility and relaxed comfort. Water
levels and fishing conditions often change on a
weekly basis in the Amazon. The Blackwater Explorer keeps its anglers in the most productive water despite changing conditions. We operate our
yacht trips only during seasons or in locations that
provide unlimited access to the most remote and
productive
waters.
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Mobile floating bungalow camps.
Deep in the heartReal
of the
Amazon
river

Our elegant, air-conditioned yacht,
the Blackwater Explorer .

Floating Bungalow Camps - Our bungalow-style floating camps are designed to go to
remote peacock bass waters that nothing else
can reach. These self-contained, moveable, shallow draft units can achieve access to the most
inaccessible waters in the Amazon with mobility
and flexibility for changing conditions. Floating
bungalow trips in Brazil are offered on selected,
big-fish rivers.

monsters
should be
Exotic Species Variety - monstrously
Safari Camp Trips
or ….
Acute Angling operates excitingbig,
variety
trips for sabertoothed payara, fierce giant trairão (wolfish), powerful pirapitinga, acrobatic bicuda, enormous 300+ lb. giant catfish and
more. Accommodations are very comfortable safari style
camps, with full amenities. Nowhere else in the Amazon can
you experience a fishing trip with this much adventure, variety and excitement. Protected within a closed Indian reser- Safari Style camping in wild,
high-gradient mountain rivers.
vation, this exclusive fishery is in a land that time forgot.
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Species:

Fish for the world's most exciting gamefish on
the beautiful, air-conditioned, “Blackwater
Explorer” yacht mothership.
Built to fish - Sure, the “Blackwater Explorer” is

Giant Peacock Bass; also, depending on area fished; catfish, traira,
aruana, peixe cachorro & others
Country:

Brazil (Central Amazon Basin)
Fishery:

Rio Negro and Madeira basins
Season:

Late August thru Early March
Accommodation Type:

Fig. 1b.
“açu”

Air-Conditioned Mothership
Hosted by:

Barbara Francesca
and/or Paul Reiss
Format:

Single or Double Occupancy
Included: Six+ full days of fishing; 7
nights on the Blackwater Explorer, double occupancy; gourmet meals; open
bar; charter flights; fishing licenses,
rods & reels; guided fishing (2 anglers/
boat); airport assistance and transfers.
Not Included: Air tr anspor tation to
Manaus, Brazil; tipping; lures; passports; visas; airport departure tax.
Available: Acute Angling pr ovides
these necessary services for its clients.
1. International air transportation
We provide booking services on the
international carriers servicing Manaus,
Brazil for all clients traveling with us.
2. Complete fishing tackle packages,
for this trip, species and location specific, are available, on-line, through;
www.tackle-box.net
3. Complete passport and visa service
provided by ItsEasy Visa Services.
4. Comprehensive Travel insurance is
offered via Travel Guard International.
Igapo Aҫu Indian Reservation - Late August, September and
October are the optimal months for the Amazon ‘s most productive
fishing trip in the amazing Igapo Aҫu region. Enclosed in a restricted Indigenous reserve, the Blackwater Explorer is the only mothership operation with the rights to this hyper-productive fishery. Our
great mobility allows us to access several tributaries of the Rio
Madeira, including the Rio Matupiri, the Rio Preto, Lago Tacquia
and the Igapo Aҫu. Over 300 miles of exclusive, majestic, fishable
waters with giant lagoons, winding tributaries and lazy creeks.
This trip is focused on quantity - Extremely high daily catch
averages (from 35 - 100 or more peacocks a day!). Trophy fish in
the teens are common and many fish over 20 lbs. are taken here
every season. Unbelievable fly fishing opportunities.
Single Occupancy Trip Configuration - Space is limited to 8
anglers per group, float-plane access, private cabins. This trip fills
up a year in advance, so make your plans early! $5250 per angler.

the most attractive yacht sailing the Amazon basin ...
... But more importantly, she’s been built to fish.
Designed for fishermen - We’ve done our best to
think through every aspect of her design in terms of
fishing productivity, angler comfort and maximum
navigability. As a result, we’ve created the best purpose-built fishing vessel in the Amazon Basin.
Luxurious and Comfortable 1. Bright, airy cabins with comfortable beds, 110VAC
outlets and plenty of storage space.
2. Private bathrooms with full-size sink, toilet and
separate hot shower in each cabin.
3. Two meter ceilings. Even 6 and 1/2-footers don’t
have to crouch.
4. Big (6½ x 7 meter) air-conditioned common area
and dining room paneled in Brazilian hardwoods.
5. Wide, secure, non-slip stairwells.
6. Cabin doors all open directly to outdoor spaces.
7. Super-Shallow draft for improved mobility - far
less than typical Amazon motherships. We can fish
areas others can’t even think to enter.
8. Extra-wide beam - Perfect stability.
9. Smoke-free cabins and indoor areas.
10. Huge, open-air bar and lounge area on upper deck.
Our focus is fishing productivity, but the watchword aboard
is "comfort". The spacious lounge greets anglers with an icecold mixed drink at the end of a hard day’s fishing. The dining
room hosts sumptuous home-cooked meals from our fully
equipped kitchen that will have you planning a new diet
while you sip excellent wines. The yacht has a large open air
third deck and bar for outdoor relaxing or stargazing. All
decks have railed walkways. Laundry is washed daily.
Our fast and nimble 16 ft. aluminum bass boats are towed
behind while we travel. Our mobility lets us offer optional
jungle walks, native village visits, evening catfishing and
(catch and release) caiman spotlighting escapades.

The best fishing trip in the Amazon at any
price. Come and enjoy it with us.
Rio Negro Basin - In mid-October, the Blackwater Explorer
moves into the enormous Rio Negro basin. With hundreds of
miles of complex, island-dotted archipelagos and dozens of fish
-laden tributaries, this is the world’s largest peacock bass fishery - and we make use of all of it. We’re not stuck in the channels! The Explorer’s super-shallow draft and broad, displacement-type hull lets us go exactly where conditions are best.
This trip is focused on size - World-record size peacock
bass (approaching 30 pounds) are found in the Rio Negro basin
If you seek a 20 pound trophy, this is the place to go. Good daily catch averages (from 15 - 30 or more peacocks a day). Several fish over 20 lbs. are taken here just about every week.
Double or Single Occupancy Trip Configuration - Space
is limited to 14 anglers per group, charter flight access, private
or shared cabins. The best value in the Amazon!
$4250 - double occupancy; or; $4750 - private cabin

For more detailed information, visit - http://www.acuteangling.com/peacock-bass-fishing-boat-bwe.php
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What you’ll find when you ar r ive in the utter
middle of nowhere are roomy, comfortable cabins,
with every detail considered. The highly mobile
camps include every function necessary for your
comfort. In our combination dining room/camp
Country:
Brazil (Central Amazon Region)
kitchen, you'll eat in style, enjoying delicious meals.
Fresh breads and pastries are baked daily and imFisheries:
ported wines, ice-cold beer,
Secondary Tributaries of the Rio
soft drinks and BrazilianNegro, Madeira and Amazonas
Fig. 1b.
style “Caipirinhas” flow
Season:
“açu”
freely throughout your fishSeptember thru December
ing trip. Our comfortable,
Accommodation Type:
versatile camps are managed
Fly-in, Floating Bungalows;
by
Wellington Melo, a
Individually Air-conditioned
knowledgeable
fisherman and guide, experienced in
Hosted by:
handling
the
logistics
inherent in Amazon fishing
Wellington Melo and/or Paul
operations.
Since
groups
are small, the staff and
Reiss
bilingual
host
offer
truly
hands-on
attention. Daily
Format:
laundry
service
and
satellite
phone
access are just a
Double Occupancy
few of the available amenities.
Included: Six + days of fishing; 7
What you won’t find in our camp is discomfor t.
nights in the fishery, double occupancy;
The air-conditioned cabins are cool, pleasant and
all meals and beverages; open bar; charter flights; fishing licenses; rods and
secure. Typically parked against beautiful white
reels, guided fishing (2 anglers per
sand beaches, the camps have more of the feel of a
boat); airport assistance and transfers.
Caribbean resort than a remote jungle outpost. AfNot Included: Air tr anspor tation to
ter a long day of fishing, you can relax on the beach,
Manaus, Brazil; tipping; fishing lures;
barefoot and in bathing suits, with a chilled cocktail
passports; visas; airport departure tax.
in hand. But don’t worry, you can still tell tall stoAvailable: Acute Angling pr ovides
ries about the hardships of the jungle to everyone at
these necessary services for its clients.
home, even though what you really experienced was more like a beach front vacation
1. International air transportation
with great Amazon fishing at its heart.
Species:

Giant Peacock Bass; also, depending on area fished; catfish, traira,
aruana, peixe cachorro & others

We provide reserved seats on the international carriers servicing Manaus, Brazil for all clients traveling with us.
2. Complete fishing tackle packages,
for this trip, species and location specific, are available, on-line, through ;
www.tackle-box.net
3. Complete passport and visa service
is provided with ItsEasy Visa Services.
4. Comprehensive Travel insurance is
offered via Travel Guard International.

Giant Peacock Bass - Rio Negro Tributaries. October through
December are the optimal months for our floating bungalows in the
Rio Negro basin. Drafting less than 1 foot with full aluminum hulls,
these versatile units can make their way through just about anything to find optimal fishing conditions far away from the crowds.
This trip is focused on size but often adds quantity - Daily
catch averages (from 10 - 40 or per day). World-record size peacock bass (approaching 30 pounds) are found in the Rio Negro
basin. If you seek a 20 pound trophy, this is the place to go.
Double Occupancy Trip Configuration - Space is limited to 8
anglers per group, float-plane only access, roomy cabins.
$4450 per angler - double occupancy;

New - Economy Peacock Bass Trip - September of 2016.
The best value in the Amazon! Every last bit as comfortable and
exciting as our regular bungalow trips, this trip is significantly
less expensive due to the reduced logistical and operational
costs inherent in its structure and location. Adventure and excitement on a budget! Fish for Pinima peacocks (Cichla pinima)
This trip is focused on variety and exploration - Good
daily catch averages (from 10 - 20 or more peacocks a day)
plus apapá and catfish. Trophy fish in the teens are found here.
Double Occupancy Trip Configuration - Space is limited
to 8 anglers per group, float-plane only access, roomy cabins.
$3250 per angler - double occupancy;

For more detailed information, visit - http://www.acuteangling.com/peacock-bass-fishing-floating-bungalow.php
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This trip is for the hardcore angler.
The Rio Travessão, isolated by impassable waterfalls and inside a protected Indian reservation is the Amazon’s most
outstanding variety fishery. We have the
great privilege to operate a full scale
safari camp within its protected waters.
The Travessão's isolated habitats
hold a true potpourri of Amazon species. Big, ugly trairão up to 35
pounds, bicuda up to 3 feet long, hieroglyphic patterned sorubim, pacu and the
biggest black piranha we’ve ever seen
haunt the narrow braids and creeks,
while the wider sections hold chunky
peacock bass in the rocky shallows and
trophy payara in the quick running tailraces. Deep holes harbor a contingent of
the Amazon’s most gigantic catfish, including 300+ pound piraiba, huge jau,
big redtails, jundira and more.
If you’re not afraid to rough it just a
little bit and you’re looking for some
extreme fishing excitement, then join
us on the wild and isolated Travessão
and become among the few outsiders to
ever experience these eerily beautiful
lands.

Species:

Peacock Bass, Trairão (wolfish),
Payara, Bicuda, Pacu, Pescada:
Giant Amazon Catfish; Piraiba, Jau,
Redtails, Sorubim, Jundira and more
Country:

Brazil
Fishery:

Guyana Shield Highlands
Season:

October through February
Accommodation Type:

Safari Style Tent Camping
Hosted by:

Wellington Melo and/or Paul Reiss
Format:

Double Occupancy, Ground based,
Outdoor Tent Camping
Included: Six+ days of fishing; 7 nights
safari camp lodging, all camp services; satellite camp; all camp meals and beverages;
charter flights; guided fishing (2 anglers per
boat); airport assistance and transfers.
Not Included: Air tr anspor tation to Manaus, Brazil; tipping; terminal tackle (lures);
passports; visas.
Available: Acute Angling pr ovides these
necessary services for its clients.
1. International air transportation We
will organize flights on the international
carriers servicing Manaus, Brazil for all
clients traveling with us.
2. Complete fishing tackle packages, for
this trip, species and location specific, are
available, on-line, through ;
www.tackle-box.net
3. Complete passport and visa service is
provided with ItsEasy Visa Services.
4. Comprehensive Travel insurance is
offered via Travel Guard International.
Rio Travessão - Variety Species. - There is just no

place like the Rio Travessão. If you think that oddly famous TV star, who poses himself all over South America catching one “river monster” per episode is doing
something special, well he just doesn't know the Rio
Travessão. The biggest, baddest and most monstrous
of them all are here, all together, and ready to fight just
about all the time.
Preserved in an Indian reservation and protected
from easy access by rapids and waterfalls, this unique
fishery provides anglers with more than just an exciting
fishing trip … this is a true Amazon adventure.
Double Occupancy Trip Configuration - Space is
limited to 8 anglers per group, float-plane only access,
roomy tents, delicious food, comfortable facilities.
$5250 per angler - double occupancy;

Exploratory Trips - The term “Exploratory” has been used to
describe just about any kind of Amazonian travel - from Teddy
Roosevelt’s famous journey to a luxury river cruise. But we’re
fishermen and what we care about is finding fish. So, our
unique exploratory trips are focused on and dedicated to finding new and better fishing opportunities. They are truly Amazon explorations, but they’re not for everyone.
Unexplored and inaccessible new areas promise exciting fishing, but also carry the possibility of extended travel,
uncertain itineraries, untrained guides and sometimes, difficult
fishing. Unlike our refined and polished regularly scheduled
trips, explorations are not always so perfectly choreographed.
Trip Configuration - Totally variable... Dependent on our ability to bring resources to a fishery. Location and dates are generally announced 6 months to one year in advance
Starting at $5950 per angler;

Copyright © 2015 Acute Angling - All Rights Reserved

For more detailed information, visit - http://www.acuteangling.com/peacock-bass-fishing-floating-bungalow.php
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Because we’re the best in the business! … and we firmly believe it. Nonetheless, booking the fishing trip of a lifetime shouldn't be done
rashly. There are lots of trip choices and entities to book with. How can you sort through the options? Do your homework! Knowledge
is power! We know the more information you have, the more likely you are to choose us. Take advantage of the information offered
here to help make an informed decision. You deserve to get your money's worth and expectations met. We hope you'll fish with us, but
whatever you decide, have a wonderful trip! There are no fishes anywhere else that compare with the fierce fishes of the Amazon!
Who else sells peacock bass trips? - Sadly, just about everyWho are we? We’re the owner/operator of three Amazon fishing trip
one with a fishing habit and a website! Why "sadly"? Because
systems and we’re a team of experts providing the information, operations,
most have no direct connection to, or control over what they sell,
service and support to ensure your successful realization the fishing trip of
nor how it’s run. In fact, many are nothing more than a glossy
a lifetime. Working on two continents, we coordinate a team of 32 profeswebsite. No staff, no office, no resources - just a knack for being
sional guides, chefs, mechanics and staff. Here are our key people;
visible. They'll sell you a trip and then auction you off to whomevPaul Reiss, PhD - Principle owner, founder and
er will deliver it. Who do you select? Let's take a look at the facts.
president of Acute Angling. After a successful
First, the trip operators - they are your best option. They own
entrepreneurial career, he fulfilled a lifelong biolotheir equipment; yachts, camps, boats, etc. They hire, train and
gist’s dream by founding a business that allows
him and our angling clients to explore the world’s
manage their staff. They schedule and implement their trips. They
vastest wilderness while pursuing its fiercest sportcontrol, and are responsible for their operations and logistics.
fish. With two decades of field experience, three
They must be properly organized, fully insured companies, as is
fluent languages and a PhD in Neotropical IchthyAcute Angling. Buy a trip from us and you are secure in knowing
ology, he is the sporting world’s foremost expert
that you have contracted with the responsible entity. We operate,
on giant Amazon peacock bass. There is no one
outfit and sell our own trips. There are no layers of fluff (excuses)
better qualified to answer your Amazon fishing
between you and your trip. We will deliver what was promised questions and deliver your Amazon trip.
or we'll make it good. We've been doing so for over 20 years.
Garry Reiss - Partner and general manager- An acThen there are outfitters - A somewhat loosely defined term
countant by training and former CFO, Garry has the adfor an organizer. Most charter time (even a single week) on yachts
ministrative experience to make sure that our complex
or camps owned (and operated) by others. Although a few good
scheduling, services and functions mesh into a seamless
outfitters exist, most are not very dependable. What's the problem?
whole. Always available in our U.S. office, he impleIn order to deliver what's promised, an outfitter must control the
ment's every facet of your trip. Garry is the person to call
operation you’re fishing with. If not, there's that nebulous cloud of
with all of your administrative questions or special needs.
excuses between what you were promised and what was delivered.
Norberto Guedes - Partner,
Outfitters may be forced to cancel - sometimes weeks or even
operations manager - shipbuilder, wilderness
days before a trip because they’ve been betrayed by the owner/
expert and fishing camp manager, he oversees
operators - a better deal came up - too few people in the group day-to-day operation of the Blackwater Explorer
the boat broke! If your outfitter has no control over his operator,
yacht. Well versed in the Amazon's network of
you have no control over your trip.
rivers and routes, he coordinates supply, staffing
And the good ones come at a price—a higher one. They're genand maintenance of our mothership operation,
erally quite expensive because there are two separate entities that
keeping it always working smoothly.
need to make a profit, leaving you with an extra layer of cost.
Wellington Melo Check prices before you select a trip. Acute Angling simply uses
Partner, operations manager - former airline piits own wholly-owned operations - one entity, one set of books,
lot, Florida fishing guide and Brazilian governone layer of pricing, no fluff - and no excuses.
ment policy implementer, he is our chief negotiaFishing Travel Agents usually sell a br oad ar r ay of fishing
tor with Indigenous peoples and government
trips outfitted or operated by others. Again, we must admit there
agencies. He constantly searches for new fishing
are some good ones who provide an important service. Anglers
opportunities and organizes our explorations. He
may have a personal relationship with an agent who understands
coordinates management, supply and staffing of
precisely what his client is looking for and can connect him to it,
our floating bungalow and variety species safari
valuable to a client he knows well and sometimes worth the extra
camps and is also the bilingual, client representative in both operations.
price of the commission they command. Unfortunately, many
And an entire team of polished professionals - Even hands-on managents are simply in it for a buck. They don't know much about
agers are not enough to make a complex operation like ours function perthe operations or outfitters they try to sell and some don't know
fectly. Our dedicated staff includes; Daylla Guedes, attorney and bilingual
much about peacock bass fishing! They're like the used car sales"boots on the ground" in Brazil, she ensures that our documents and licensman whose lot you stepped onto first. They're going to sell you
es are in place and coordinates our complex logistics; Barbara Francisca,
what they have, no matter what it is you really need. Acute Anthe bilingual, live-aboard, hostess on our Blackwater
gling sells its own whollyExplorer trips; Brahma Lutchmeesingh, our savvy,
Here are some questions you should ask;
owned and operated trips bilingual transfer agent, picks you up and delivers
1. What type of entity are you - operator, outfitter, agent? one entity, one layer of
you to each of the stops along the path of your fish2. Do you own the operation and control the trip?
pricing, no layer of fluff ing adventure; Marizete Guedes and Loura Melo
3. Are you a legitimate business with insurance and reno excuses.
produce incredible meals in the middle of the Amasources to protect me and the investment I've made?
Then, there are the
zon rainforest; Maria Marta Alvarez is the go-to per- 4. Do you provide a turn-key package - ensuring that my loose-ends - Nothing but a
son for your air travel. Reginaldo and Toin, both
trip is complete and that all services I need are available? website and a salespitch,
mechanics par excellence, keep our generators run5. Can you give me real life references that I can talk to? they'll take your money and
ning, our air-conditioners cooling and our motors
sell your booking wherever
humming. Along with the best fishing guides in the basin and our expert
they can get a cut. Like Forrest Gump's "box of chocolates", you
support personnel, they put the final sheen on our Amazon operations.
never know what you're going to get! Don't do this to yourself!

How do I arrange a trip? - Book with an operator who has a reputation for knowledge, honesty and performance. Of course, we highly recommend ourselves. It’s too easy to book a trip in water that doesn’t hold the right species, or that is not at optimal levels. Don’t
inadvertently book on an operation that runs a weekly fixed route, ignoring conditions, and don’t pay thousands more for the privilege of fishing on oversized, fancy boats that are way too big to go where the fish are. If you’re planning the fishing trip of a lifetime,
plan it with an operation that knows how to deliver fish and that puts your satisfaction before gross profit or marketing gimmicks.

Igapo Aҫu - The Ultimate Numbers Destination … and more!
We focus on delivering an experience that lives up to our angler’s expectations, so we’re
careful to accurately describe our trips and fisheries. We identify the Igapo Aҫu region
as a numbers fishery. It never fails to deliver that, but it also delivers quality; plenty of
fish in the teens. It’s nice to be able to “under-promise” and “over-deliver” and this
fishery does just that. How does 16,000 peacocks caught in 5 weeks by 47 anglers sound?
An average of 348 fish/angler/week! 263 fish in the trophy class for an average of 5/
angler/week. Although fish here rarely exceed 20 pounds, nowhere else can anglers encounter such an embarrassment of riches in both ridiculous quantity and superb quality
The Igapo Aҫu is a fantastic destination for conventional tackle and fly anglers as well.
Space is limited here and usually filled at least a year in advance. If this sounds like the
trip for you, call now to reserve your space for 2017—because 2016 is already full!

Blackwater Explorer - 2015 Igapo Açu Results
Statistics
Total Peacocks
Biggest Fish

Gp. 1

Gp. 2

1806

2113

15 lb.

Gp. 3 Gp. 4 Gp. 5
2790

Totals

6832

2832

16373

13 lb. 17 lb. 18 lb.

16 lb.

18 lb.

Trophies/week

13

12

29

128

81

263

Anglers/group

7

8

8

16

8

47

Avg. # /angler

258

264

349

427

354

348

Mark Rada,
Salt Lake
City, UT

George Brimhall of
Paradise Valley, AZ
and Gary Rada of
Scottsdale, AZ show
off a hefty double

Guy
Dryer,
Mapleton, UT

In a short, 5 day fall assessment of our winter highlands fishery, we were pleasantly surprised by its perfect water levels and superb productivity. Talk about accurate fishery descriptions, calling this the variety species capitol of the Amazon is an understatement. Peacock bass,
payara, wolfish, bicuda, pescada, and pacu, along with giant piraiba cats, redtails, sorubim, jundira and jau all lurk in these pristine waters.

Here too, we are careful about promising only what we know we can deliver. With that at the forefront, we still, unhesitatingly, identify the
Rio Negro basin and its tributaries as a giant fish region, home of the world’s biggest peacock bass! It more than lives up to that designation
… just look below. If you dream of a 20 pounder, then this is your destination! And ... the numbers are pretty darn good here too! We confidently publish our results each season and our long-term averages per angler - here they range from 100 to 200 fish per week! Enough to
keep the most maniacal caster busy, especially considering that many of these fish are well into the trophy class. On any given week, our results usually outstrip any other operation in the region. We have the knowledge and experience to know where to go and the mobility and
unique access to shallow tributaries to get you there. We’ve long been the most productive operation in the Amazon - 2015 was no exception!
Georges
D’ Aoust,
Greely, ON,
Canada

Kenneth
Kreuter,
Springfield,
NJ

Leland Andrew,
Brainerd, MN
22

23
Dennis Berlason,
San Diego, CA

John
Brelsford,
Fresno, CA

Louise
Larsen, Big
Falls, MN

22

Ron
Linsky,
Hewitt,
NJ

Jaci Yoap,
Pound, WI
and Fiona
Caird,
Brisbane,
Australia
Noella LaBelle,
Manatick, ON,
Canada

20

21
Will
Jasionowski,
Point Pleasant Beach,
NJ

Ed
Howerton
of Spring
Valley,
CA

Bill Mitchell,
Bandera, TX
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The Colossal Fish of the Rio Travessão
OR … The Biggest Fish I Ever Caught! … by Jenny Reiss
As the floatplane approaches the Rio Travessão, you know quickly
that you’re entering an extreme environment. Rolling mountainsides
rise on both sides of the plane. The rocks in the river, readily apparent
through the clear rushing waters, look like massive staircases.
The fish in this river are all extreme as well. On my first day out my
dad and I caught a dozen or so peacock bass. They ranged between
about 8 and 14 lbs., one after the other jumping and running out our
lines. In the lowlands rivers a majority of the fish you catch are about 5
lbs. or less, mingled with a few over ten on a great day. On the Rio
Travessão, you catch fish in the 10 lb. range all day long.
The next day we came across the insane populations of fish that
habituate creek mouths. In lowlands rivers there are fish called traira ... small, ugly fish that aren’t too exciting to catch, and their sharp
teeth typically will chop the hair off of your favorite jig. In the Travessão, instead of traira, there are trairão (wolfish) … a beefed up, maniacal version. My dad threw the first lure into the
creek mouth and immediately a feeding frenzy
erupted. A huge trairão exploded on his Zara
Spook. The beast launched its massive 17 lb.
body out of the water 5 times before we got
him to the boat where he was still flapping
around like a maniac. We repeated this process a good 10 times before these, not too
bright, fish learned to stop trying to eat the
strange objects falling from the sky. I called
them dumb-fish from then on. I could literally
toss a lure into where a gang of trairão was
hanging out, and whether it moved or not,
these massive freight train-like fish would
slam into it from above or below. At the next
creek mouth we accidentally hung a lure in a
tree that was hanging above. We slowly
pulled up to it in the boat and had the opportunity to see the evil lurking. In addition to a
gang of 7 ugly, beefy trairão, there were 4 big
electric eels and 2 stingrays, clearly not a good place to go for a swim.
That night I watched the first piraiba of the trip get caught. They are
called “goliath cat” and the name truly fits. I watched as my friend Joe
Fanelli, a strong and accomplished fisherman huffed and strained as
the massive fish pulled more and more line to escape. It looked a bit
like a cartoon; Joe would bear down as the fish ran and towed the
boat in random patterns. It took over a half an hour before he finally
won the war, and proudly stood by a tremendous 150 lb. piraiba. After
seeing this I decided I was a little out of my league with the piraiba.
Over the next few days I saw more and more of this amazing river.
Smaller creeks were a ton of fun because I got to see a lot of wildlife.
In between catching peacocks and trairão, I saw river otters, butterflies, macaws and 3 types of kingfisher. In
some portions of the river where the water
flowed swiftly but the rocks were easy to
avoid, I enjoyed my own version of surffishing, I stood/surfed on the prow of the
boat as we coasted along and cast into the
rock structures nearby … what fun!. Occasionally, I was even rewarded with a fish or
two as a bonus.
Every night we would go back to the
deep pool where Joe had caught his monster catfish to see the payara “roll”. Just as
the sun dropped to the horizon, the silver
Dracula fish would break the surface in a
smooth glide . After sight-casting to the
“rolls” and failing to hook a payara, our
guide taught me what my dad called, “meat
chunking”. We literally bounced chunks of

fish on the bottom of the deep hole. It seemed silly but moments later something big had latched on. My line zipped
along, stopped, then zipped along again. It looked like I had a
nice big payara, but instead it was a massive black piranha.
A far cry from the little silver piranha I am used to catching in
the lowlands rivers, the piranha of the Travessão are massive. In fact the world record 8.5 lb. fish was caught here. On
my next hook-up, my line ripped away instantly and I was
rewarded with a 20 lb. payara.
On the last evening of the last day we focused on catfishing. Happy and relaxed from a week full of sunshine, fun,
(and no work!), we dropped our lines down to the depths of
the 20 meter pool and waited. Soon, my line started to zip
away. I engaged my reel, but this time it just kept going.
Within seconds the motor was running and we were chasing
this fish down to keep him from spooling me. I hung on for 10
minutes or so, sometimes reeling in madly when he turned,
just to keep the line tight. When he finally stopped, the real battle began.
I began trying to lift the rod with my
arms, reeling back down to gain line.
Each lift of the rod gained me back
about 5 turns of the reel, but then the
fish would take off again, pulling out
what felt like it took 50 turns to get back.
I kept up this up until my arms felt so
weak, I could barely hold the rod. It was
time to use a better tactic. I realized that
if I kept the rod lower, I could use my
legs and core to fight the fish. This
method would be slower, but it was the
only chance I had to beat this giant. For
the next 50 minutes I used every muscle
I could think of to pull my line back in.
Little by little our guide moved the boat
towards a beach to try to help me coax
this monster out of his comfort zone at
the bottom of the pool. When I finally got to see my formidable opponent, I was stunned! It was a truly a giant. He was
over 7 feet long, and weighed an estimated 250 lbs.
We snapped photos as quickly as possible so we could
send this patriarch home safely. My dad told me that a fish
this big was likely over 50 years old. I was not going to turn
this amazing prehistoric-looking creature into piranha food. I
walked in the shallows with him for a good 10 minutes until
he was strong enough to whack me with his tail and swim
briskly away.
It was an amazing week; the
highlands river is an adventure in
itself. Every day as you look for new
fishing spots, your guide takes you
on little mini-adventures. One day
we would go around an island, the
next to an impassable waterfall. For
all that I was able to do; there is a
lot that I still want to experience on
the Travessao. I will be back soon
to visit with these Indians again, the
only inhabitants in this 40 mile long
reservation. I want to take a nice
long jungle hike with them, and
there are still more species of fish,
like the elusive bicuda, that I want to
catch. Although I was sore for over
a week after catching the piraiba, I’ll
be back soon to cast my line in the
water and hope for another giant.
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Peacock Bass, Amazon Pellona, Redtails, Sorubim & more!
By now, our unique exploratory trips are well-known. Although they are often our most exciting trips, they can also be our
most logistically and physically challenging trips …and usually
our most expensive trips as well. As a result
they are generally limited to a select few
anglers who are able to overcome those
combined hurdles. But this fall we’ve literally stumbled into an exception. After a somewhat rocky start to a preliminary exploration, we ended up with an exciting new multi-species fishery, almost by accident.
Of course, there’s always a story. So
here goes; Our originally planned search for
a September peacock fishery for our floating
bungalow camp proved disappointing, so we
cut it short and returned to Manaus. That left
my exploratory partner, Wellington Melo,
his wife Loura and myself with a little bit of extra time on our
hands ... always a dangerous situation with us. Rather than sit still
for a few days, we rattled our cage bars until we found a last minute opportunity to take yet another shot at our goal of a September fishery in an interesting, unexpected location.
Following a suggestion from our assistant cook, we decided
to make another preliminary exploration happen in a three day
window of time. After a whirlwind afternoon of last minute organizing, we managed to convince our cook’s brother, who lived at
the mouth of the targeted river, to leave home immediately and
head upriver in his outboard. Calculating where he should be after
an overnight run, we found ourselves on an early morning floatplane flight to what was to prove to be a moving target.
Our boatman wasn’t where we expected him to be. Nowhere near it, in fact! After circling the expected meeting place
several times, we had no choice but to began a low-altitude downriver flight, searching for our boatman. We found him after half an
hour of cruising in our chartered Cessna Caravan— puttering slowly upriver, 90 miles from
the planned rendezvous!
With time now of the essence, the floatplane descended on our stunned boatman. After
calling him alongside, we quickly unloaded our
supplies, tents and gear, unceremoniously turning his rather rickety boat into a floating aluminum clutter heap. We piled on top and watched
the floatplane leave, bemoaning our lost time
and distance. In a matter of minutes, we realized
our situation was a lot worse than we thought.
He was short of his destination because his
motor was unable to reach full speed. If pushed
beyond 15 mph, it simply stalled. Rather than
mucking with it and risk a complete engine failure, we resigned ourselves to the extra 6 hours
of travel and a wasted morning. As we puttered
along we started sorting our gear and setting up our rods … or at
least we would have liked to if we could have. In all the rush and
flurry of our hasty landing, the floatplane had flown off with half
of our rods! In fact, the three of us were reduced to sharing my 3
pack rods between us. One rig for a prop bait, one for a swimming
plug or spook and one jig rod! We hunkered down to deal with it.
But there was still more trouble to come.
After stalling several times, the dar ned motor finally gave
one last gasp and quit for good, leaving us adrift in a broad, windracked, apparently fishless stretch of river. Now we were done.
It didn‘t take long to decide that a par tially disassembled

motor was no worse than a completely non-functional one, so we attacked the sucker, targeting the maintenance that had apparently not
been done in years. An hour later we finally drifted to shore, greasecovered and frustrated. We reassembled our
iron nemesis and hoped for the best. To our
amazement, the old beast roared to life on the
first pull. Our luck had changed!
Taking nothing for granted, we pr oceeded to run upriver for as long as we could,
in hopes of getting to our planned area of
exploration. After three flawless hours of full
-speed performance, our former headache,
now our best asset, delivered us to our destination. We had wasted our morning, but the
afternoon beckoned and we began to do what
we had come for—to fish. In spite of all the
bad luck we encountered on arrival, the local
peacocks quickly changed our mindset. We caught fish after fish up to
8 pounds. Even better, they were mixed in with one of the Amazon’s
most exciting (and one of my favorite) gamefish species - Apapá (or
Sardinata or Amazon Pellona). Essentially a monster-sized (up to 17
lbs.) sardine, these golden leapers provide one of the most satisfying
fishing experiences anywhere. This voyage had truly come full circle.
With a seafood dinner waiting to be gr illed, we made camp and
then with full bellies went to sleep, dreaming of the one missing piece,
a nice trophy peacock. The next morning dawned with our wish
promptly fulfilled. In two successive early casts we landed a 15 lb. and
then a 13 lb. peacock, very big for this species (Cichla pinima). Replete with this success, we decided we could afford the time to experiment with the deep pools we were encountering. Re-rigging with cut
bait, we later confirmed our boatman’s claim that catfish roamed this
river. There are both big redtail and sleek sorubim here. It’s clear that
we had indeed found something special for our September schedule.
Come next September, we’ll be back here with our full, floating
bungalow camp operation. Unlike this poorly planned preliminary exploration, you
won’t have to put up with any unpleasant
surprises. Our camp is complete with all the
comforts and resources you need for a comfortable and successful Amazon experience.
We hope to find some additional pleasant
surprises, too. We only fished a small part of
the available waters and we only encountered several of the species found here. Besides the aggressive peacocks, the awesome
apapá and the Amazon cats, this fishery is
said to hold tambaqui, matrichão, jau, filhote
and dourada (catfish). Any of these we might
encounter will simply be another plus to an
already rich fishery. It will be your explorations that help us understand the additional
potential. We want to know more, so we’ve
priced this trip at an unbelievable $3250 per angler, unequivocally the
best value in the Amazon! Every last bit as comfortable and exciting as
our regular bungalow trips, this trip is less expensive due to the reduced logistical and operational costs inherent in its structure and location. Amazon adventure and excitement on a budget!
This trip is focused on good quantity and variety - We expect
good daily catch averages (from 10 - 20 peacocks a day) along with
excellent apapá opportunities, big Amazon cats and more.
Four groups only in September 2016 - roomy cabins, float-plane
only access. Space is limited to 8 anglers per group. (see p. 10)
$3250 per angler - double occupancy;
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Amaz0n Tidbits - News from the RIVER
Even more amazing than the amazing fishes of the Amazon,
is the amount of rumor and gossip generated about it. This
column will appear from time to time in an effort to report
actual news before it evolves into wildly inexplicable fiction.
New - Economy Peacock Bass Trip! - Arrive at our remote fly
-in Floating Bungalow camp via floatplane. Pursue incredible
peacock bass, amazing apapá (a giant Amazon predatory sardine) and big, tough Amazon catfish. Enjoy an experience that’s
every last bit as comfortable and exciting as our regular bungalow trips, at 1/3 less cost! How do we do it? This special trip is
less expensive due to the reduced logistical and operational
costs inherent in its structure and location. True Amazon adventure and peacock bass fishing excitement on a budget! See Page
3 and Page 9 for more information. $3250 per angler - double
occupancy. Availability begins September of 2016.
Holiday trip dates - with kids free! - As of this season, we
have opened up Christmas vacation dates on some of our trips
… And kids can come for free! We’ll accept one child (under
18) at no charge when accompanied by one paying adult on our
Rio Travessão variety species trip. We’ll accept one child
(under 12) at no charge on the Blackwater Explorer trip when
accompanied by one paying adult sharing a cabin and boat.
What better way to give a special child a gift that lasts a life-

time, costs nothing and lets you come along to share an incredible
fishing trip and Amazon experience! Call now for details.
Website Update - We’ve redone our award-winning website! We’ve
not only given the site a new look, but we’ve made it scalable for
whatever device you’re viewing it on. Now it’s tablet and cellphone
friendly, as well as totally computer accessible.
We’ve added new features and content also. New videos, new
articles, updated information, even a brand new logo (see our front
and back pages—artwork by Karen Lybrand). The best peacock bass
site on the internet has gotten even better and there will be more to
come. We expect the new site to go live before Christmas, with additional, user interactive features coming on in the very near future.
Feedback Wanted - We’re considering a new, top-shelf trip configuration for the future and we want to know what you think of the
idea. We’d like to offer anglers the opportunity to design their own
trip ... Tell us the number of days you want to fish, where you want
to go (you can pick your river or let us do it) and how many (up to 8)
anglers in your exclusive group. We’ll price it accordingly, fly you
there by floatplane, host you in great comfort and put you into even
the most navigationally inaccessible regions using a new, specially
designed vehicle that goes just about anywhere - fast and shallow.
Send us an email or give us a call to let us know what you think of
this idea and chat with us about any suggestions you might have.

Acute Angling Offers its Anglers a Broader Experience
Our trips are focused, first and foremost on fishing,
but when the lures stop flying at the end of a fishing day,
there’s still plenty of amazing experiences to have and new things to
learn. The Amazon basin is the
world's largest primeval wilderness.
Not only is it home to the world's
fiercest fighting fish, but it is a place
of incomparable beauty, enduring
mystery and incomprehensible contradictions. No visit here is complete
without an opportunity to witness
some of the Amazon's above-water
wonders. On the Blackwater Explorer, you'll be given every opportunity
to see, feel and be part of this spectacular place.
Visit an Amazon Village - Many small, simple villages are scattered throughout the region the Blackwater Explorer visits. Whether Indians or "Caboclos", indigenous
Amazonian peoples live a unique riverine life style here. It
is our privilege and pleasure to visit these villages, interact
with their people and gain an understanding of a culture
usually invisible to temperate zone dwellers.
Learn About the Amazon and its fishes - Attend optional after-dinner seminars and learn about the Amazon,
how it came to be and the nature of its wildlife and fierce
fishes. For those anglers interested in in-depth analysis of
the remarkable peacock bass, scientific seminars detailing
its life history and behavior are available.

Try your hand at big Amazon cats - The Amazon is home to
big, powerful redtail catfish, sleek, fast sorubim, enormous piraiba and several other giant species.
Some of our lowlands fisheries
provide access to big specimens,
while our highlands trips are right
in the home of the biggest of them
all. Take an afternoon or evening
to try your hand at these beasts.
Sit back, enjoy a cold drink and a
change of pace from the intensity
of peacock bass fishing. Everything is calm and relaxed … until
suddenly your line starts whizzing
off into the sunset. Then the battle
is on, relaxing is forgotten and a
whole different kind of excitement begins!
Enjoy a Delicious Shore Lunch - Nothing beats grilled fish
fresh out of the water. Our guides can turn your morning's extra
catch into a delicious shore lunch, barbecued on the spot, Amazonian style. Sit back, relax and enjoy the experience.
Hike in the Rainforest - Get your feet on the ground and take
a hike in the jungle. Visit the strange riverside "igapó" and hike
in to see the sights in the renowned "terra firme" primary forest.
Try a Traditional Brazilian Barbecue - Our outdoor grill on
the Explorer's upper deck is the site of a delicious, traditional
Brazilian barbecue. Celebrate a great week of fishing and the trip
of a lifetime with a food feast, Brazilian style. Grilled steak,
chicken and sausage together with a traditional "feijoada" provides the finishing touch to your Amazon experience

2015
2017
Trip
Schedules
& Prices
2013-–14
Trip
Schedules
& Prices
*Note - Available spaces
are shown as of 11/10/2015

Brazilian Amaz0n seas0n
Peacock Bass Trips

Dates not listed are full.

Exotic Variety Trips

Blackwater Explorer - peacock bass trips
- Double
Occupancy
$4250$4250
- Double
Occupancy
- Private
Cabin
- Single
Occupancy
2015 - 2016 Availability $4750$4750
#
2016

Leaves Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

Winter 2016 Season - Remaining Available Spaces

#

Departs Manaus

2016

Returns

Price

Availability

Winter 2015/2016 Season - Variety Trip Schedule

Z11

Dec. 31, 2015

Jan. 8, 2016

$4250

- 6 openings-

TU

Dec. 7th, 2015

Dec. 14

$5250

- 2 openings -

Z14

Jan. 22, 2016

Jan. 29

$4250

- 5 openings -

TV

Dec. 14th, 2015

Dec. 21

$5250

- open -

Z17

Feb. 12, 2016

Feb. 19

$4250

- open -

T1

Dec. 28th 2015

Jan. 4, 2016

$5250

- Full -

Z20

Feb. 26, 2016

Mar. 4

$4250

- open -

T5

Jan. 11th, 2016

Jan. 18

$5250

- 2 openings -

Fall 2016 Season - Igapo Aҫu Reserve - Available Spaces

T7

Jan. 25th, 2016

Feb. 1

$5250

- 4 openings -

2016
X2

Sept. 13, 2016

Sept. 20

$5250

- 1 opening -

2017

X4

Sept. 27, 2016

Oct. 4

$5250

- Full -

J1

Dec. 7th, 2016

Dec. 14

$5250

- 2 openings -

Fall 2016 Season - Rio Negro Basin - Available Spaces

J2

Dec. 14th, 2016

Dec. 21

$5250

- 4 openings -

2016

Winter 2016/2017 Season - Variety Trip Schedule

RN1

Oct. 14, 2016

Oct. 20

$4250

- 2 openings -

J3

Dec. 28th, 2016

Jan. 4, 2017

$5250

- open -

RN4

Nov. 4, 2016

Nov. 11

$4250

- 2 openings -

J5

Jan. 11th, 2017

Jan. 18

$5250

- 4 openings -

RN6

Nov. 18, 2016

Nov. 25

$4250

- open -

J6

Jan. 18th, 2017

Jan. 25

$5250

- open -

RN7

Nov. 25, 2016

Dec. 2

$4250

- open -

J7

Jan. 25th, 2017

Feb. 1

$5250

- 3 openings -

RN8

Dec. 2, 2016

Dec. 9

$4250

- open -

J9

Feb. 8th, 2017

Feb. 15

$5250

- 6 openings -

RN9

Dec. 9, 2016

Dec. 16

$4250

- 12 openings -

RN10

Dec. 16, 2016

Dec. 23

$4250

- open Leaves Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

2017

Winter 2017 Season - Early Available Spaces

RN11

Dec. 30, 2016

Jan. 6, 2017

$4250

- open -

RN12

Jan. 6, 2017

Jan. 12

$4250

- 10 openings-

RN14

Jan. 20, 2017

Jan. 27

$4250

- 6 openings-

RN14

Jan. 27, 2017

Feb. 3

$4250

- open -

RN14

Feb. 10, 2017

Feb. 17

$4250

- open -

RN14

Feb. 24, 2017

Mar. 3

$4250

- open -

2017

Fall 2017 Season - Igapo Aҫu Reserve - Available Spaces

IG1

Sept. 5, 2017

Sept. 12

$5250

- open -

IG2

Sept. 12, 2017

Sept. 19

$5250

- Full -

IG4

Sept. 26, 2017

Oct. 3

$5250

- Full -

IG5

Oct. 3, 2017

Oct. 10

$5250

- 4 openings -

Fly-in Floating Bungalows - september 2016 economy exploratory #

Departs Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

M1

Sept. 4th, 2016

Sept. 11

$3250

- Full -

M2

Sept. 11th, 2016

Sept. 18

$3250

- open -

M3

Sept. 18th, 2016

Sept. 25

$3250

- open -

M4

Sept. 25th, 2016

Oct. 2

$3250

- open -

Join us on the fishing trip of a lifetime!

2016

New 2016 Schedule below

FB1

Oct. 10th, 2016

Oct. 17

$4450

- open -

FB2

Oct. 17th, 2016

Oct. 24

$4450

- open -

FB3

Oct. 24th, 2016

Oct. 31

$4450

- open -

FB4

Oct. 31, 2016

Nov. 7

$4450

- open -

FB5

Nov. 7, 2016

Nov. 14

$4450

- open -

FB6

Nov. 14, 2016

Nov. 21

$4450

- 7 openings -

FB7

Nov. 21, 2016

Nov. 28

$4450

Thanksgiving

Exploratory trip - 2016—2017 season
destination To Be Announced
2016/17

Departs Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

Ex1

Exact dates to be announced

$5950

- open -

Ex2

Exact dates to be announced

$5950

- open -

Please Note - Peacock bass and exotic Amazon species fishing is controlled by ambient
conditions. In order to ensure a quality experience and productive fishing for our clients,
projected river and date combinations are always subject to change due to several factors; access to the fishery named, changing weather conditions and optimal water levels.
Although the mobility of our operations makes this is a very rare occurrence, if factors
prevent the use of a planned region or fishery on specified dates, an alternative fishery
may be used or alternative dates and/or rainchecks may be offered.

Toll-free - Paul Reiss - (866) 832-2987

Garry Reiss - (866) 431-1668
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